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The Mysterious Tower

The Mysterious Tower 1

The role playing game Castles & Crusades is published by
Troll Lord Games. Goodman Games thinks it’s a cool
game, so we’re publishing this adventure for use with it.
For more information, visit one of these sites:

Castles & Crusades: www.castlesandcrusades.com

Goodman Games: www.goodman-games.com

Troll Lord Games: www.trolllord.com

This book is published pursuant to a License from Troll Lord Games. The
content appearing in this book is derived from the Castles & Crusades Player’s
Handbook Copyright 2004 Troll Lord Games. Castles & Crusades is property of
and copyright 2004 Troll Lord Games. All Rights Reserved. Castles & Crusades,
C&C, Castle Keeper, the Castles & Crusades logo, SIEGEngine, and the
SIEGEngine logo are Trademarks owned by Troll Lord Games. All Rights
Reserved.

Troll Lord Games (www.trolllord.com) and Castles & Crusades
(www.castlesandcrusades.com).

This printing of The Mysterious Tower is done under version 1.0a of the
Open Gaming License by permission from Wizards of the Coast, Inc. The Open
Game Content appearing in this book is derived from the System Reference
Document v. 3.0, copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast. Subsequent printings will
incorporate final versions of the license, guide and document.

Designation of Product Identity: The following items are hereby designat-
ed as Product Identity in accordance with Section 1(e) of the Open Game
License, version 1.0: Any and all Castles & Crusades and Goodman games
logos and identifying marks and trade dress; all proper nouns, capitalized
terms, italicized terms, artwork, maps, symbols, depictions, and illustrations,
except such elements that already appear in the System Reference Document.

Designation of Open Content: Subject to the Product Identity designation
above, all creature and NPC statistic blocks are designated as Open Gaming
Content, as well as all material derived from the SRD or other open content
sources. The following is designated Open Game Content: all stat block infor-
mation of characters, monsters, and traps that appears in the parenthetical fol-
lowing the character, monster or trap, including the names of items and spells,
and the general names of monsters, but not any unique named NPC, character,
or monster, appearing in any table or preceding any stat block. Also, the follow-
ing open game content related words, phrases, and abbreviations wherever they
appear: Strength (Str), Dexterity (Dex), Constitution (Con), Intelligence (Int),
Wisdom (Wis), Charisma (Cha), Class, Fighter, Ranger, Rogue, Assassin,
Barbarian, Monk, Wizard, illusionist, Cleric, Druid, Knight, Bard, Paladin,
Race, Demi-human, Dwarf, Elf, Gnome, Half-elf, Halfling, Half-Orc, Hit Dice
(HD), Hit Points (HP), Alignment, Lawful Good (LG), Lawful Neutral (LN),
Lawful Evil (LE), Neutral (N), Neutral Good (NG), Neutral Evil (NE), Chaotic
Good (CG), Chaotic Neutral (CN), Chaotic Evil (CE), Level, “to hit,” Damage,
Experience Point, Saving Throw, Player Character (PC), Non-player Character

(NPC), Turn Undead, Spell, Arcane, Divine, Magic, Spell Resistance, Item,
Equipment, Armor, Weapon, Potion, Rod, Staff, Wand, Scroll, Ring, Wondrous
Item, Artifact, Cursed, d4, d6, d8, d10, d12, d%, round, and turn.

Some of the portions of this book which are delineated OGC originate from
the System Reference Document and are copyright © 1999, 2000 Wizards of the
Coast, Inc. The remainder of these OGC portions of these book are hereby
added to Open Game Content and, if so used, should bear the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE “C&C: The Mysterious Tower by Joseph Goodman, copyright 2005
Goodman Games (contact info@goodman-games.com, or see www.goodman-
games.com)”

The Mysterious Tower is copyright © 2005 Goodman Games.
OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is

Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)”Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark

owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)”Derivative Material”
means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (includ-
ing into other computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition,
extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in
which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute”
means to reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, trans-
mit or otherwise distribute; (d)”Open Game Content” means the game mechan-
ic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent
such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over
the prior art and any additional content clearly identified as Open Game Content
by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including
translations and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes
Product Identity. (e) “Product Identity” means product and product line names,
logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters;
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, art-
work, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes
and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and
descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas,
likenesses and special abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures,
equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graph-
ic designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as
Product identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically

excludes the Open Game Content; (f) “Trademark” means the logos, names,
mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its
products or the associated products contributed to the Open Game License by
the Contributor (g) “Use”, “Used” or “Using” means to use, Distribute, copy,
edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open
Game Content. (h) “You” or “Your” means the licensee in terms of this agree-
ment.

2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that con-
tains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under
and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game
Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License
except as described by the License itself. No other terms or conditions may be
applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.

3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate
Your acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this
License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-
exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game
Content.

5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original
material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your Contributions are Your
original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.

6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distribut-
ing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder’s
name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game Content you
Distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity,
including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly licensed in
another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product
Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any
Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work containing
Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent
Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use
of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge

to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that
Product Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game
Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this
License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally dis-
tributed under any version of this License.

10 Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with
every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open
Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written per-
mission from the Contributor to do so.

12 Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of
the terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content
due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use
any Open Game Material so affected.

13 Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to
comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of
becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of
this License.

14 Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforce-
able, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable.

15 COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Rules Document Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc.;

Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, based on original materi-
al by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.

Castles & Crusades: Players Handbook, Copyright 2004, Troll Lord
Games, Authors Davis Chenault and Mac Golden

C&C: The Mysterious Tower by Joseph Goodman, Copyright 2005
Goodman Games (contact info@goodman-games.com, or see www.goodman-
games.com)

Author: Joseph Goodman
C&C Rules Conversion: Chris Rutkowski
Editor: Tami Key
Cover Artist: Erol Otus
Interior Artists: Brad McDevitt, Mark Parsons
Cartographer: Jeremy Simmons
Graphic Designer: Joseph Goodman

This adventure was originally published as Dungeon Crawl
Classics #3: The Mysterious Tower using the d20 rules
system.
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Introduction
The Mysterious Tower is designed for four to six players of 3rd
through 5th level (an average of about 12,000 XP per character). We
recommend 18-22 total character levels between the party members.
While the characters can be of any basic character class, a good mix
of character classes is helpful. A rogue, strong warrior type, and
good-aligned cleric are all extremely valuable in this adventure, and
a wizard will get the most use out of the treasure. See the “Scaling
Information” section for ways to tailor this adventure your group’s
unique style of play.

Adventure Summary
While adventuring in new lands, the characters repeatedly hear tales
of a strange wizard’s tower protected by an impenetrable force field.
Even though the tower sits amidst the ruins of a keep destroyed long
ago, the tower itself is perfectly preserved. The force field that sur-
rounds it has kept it from harm for generations. Travelers who have
ventured close report that the ghost of the wizard still haunts the
tower, but it is trapped behind the force field. Unable to escape, it
taunts those who come near, lamenting its eternal imprisonment. The
wizard’s name is lost to time, but it is said he was skilled in the art
of force magic, and his tower still holds the trove of wondrous magic
he accumulated during his lifetime. As the characters continue their
overland travel, they come within sight of the mysterious tower and
are tempted by its riches.

The first half of this adventure features lots of combat against fairly
unintelligent beasts (owlbears, giant beetles, otyughs, etc.), as well
as a few battles with some fairly strategic undead. The middle sec-
tion of the adventure focuses on traps, since the lowest level of ruins
is guarded by the old wizard’s many defenses. The final part of the
adventure is exploration of the tower itself, which involves examina-
tion of curious magic, a puzzle-type encounter heavy on role-play-
ing, and finally a dramatic battle against a reluctant genie who
guards the wizard’s treasure.

This adventure is light on treasure until the very end. The players
may feel like they’re getting no reward for most of the adventure, but
once they find the wizard’s vast fortune in the final room, they’ll be
happy. Most of the magic items are curious artifacts in the wizard’s
tower. If you’d prefer, you can substitute more traditional (and more
usable) weapons, armor or items.

By the end of this adventure, the characters will have free reign over
a powerful tower that can provide a base of operations for future
adventures. However, they’ll probably be nervous about staying
there too long, lest they end up trapped like the last owner!

Castle Keeper’s Section
Encounter Table

To help the Castle Keeper prepare, we have included a quick refer-
ence table showing all encounters at a glance. Loc – the location
number keyed to the map for the encounter. Pg – the module page
number that the encounter can be found on. Type – this indicates if
the encounter is a trap (T), puzzle (P), or combat (C). Encounter –
the key monsters, traps, or NPCs that can be found in the encounter. 

Loc Pg Type Encounter XP

1 5 C 3 giant bombardier beetles 140

2 5 C Ghost 300

3 5 C Assassin vine 445

5 6 C Giant stag beetle 820

9 7 C Otyugh 516

12 7 C Sleeping owlbear 155

13 8 C 2 owlbears 595

14 8 C Owlbear and 2 young 310

19 9 C Animated coffins, 10 skeletons 292

22 10 T Scything blade trap 360

23 10 C Wight 300

24 11 C 3 screechers, 2 violet funguses 255

25 12 C Ankheg 370

26 12 C Gelatinous cube 226

27 13 T Force field acid trap 250

29 14 T Poison gas trap 250

30 15 T Pit traps (x6) 1000 (-100 per
pit fallen into)

31 15 T, C Fire trap, 3 rust monsters 840+100
for the fire trap

34 17 P, C Quasit 24+100 for
solving the puzzle

35 18 C 2 earth elementals 2260

36 19 C Djinni 1059

Scaling Information
The Mysterious Tower is designed for 4-6 characters of 3rd-5th lev-
els, but it can be easily modified for parties of different sizes or lev-
els. Consider adapting the adventure using any of the following sug-
gestions:

Weaker parties (3 or fewer characters, or lower than 3rd level):
Remove one or two bombardier beetles from Area 1. Replace the
owlbears in Areas 12, 13, and 14 with bugbears. Reduce the number
of skeletons in Area 19 to 5 and the number of animated coffins to 2.
Entirely remove the funguses from Area 24, and make the fire trap
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in Area 31 a spear trap (spear launches from the wall when chest is
disturbed; Atk +12 ranged (1d8, spear), Search CL 5, Disable
Device CL 5). Finally, make the djinni in Area 36 so paranoid about
losing any gold that he won’t use his whirlwind ability lest it send
gold flying out of the room.

Stronger parties (7 or more characters, or higher than 5th level):
Double the number of owlbears in Areas 12, 13, and 14, and make
them all awake. Change the Area 19 animated coffins to be con-
structed of finely wrought iron (double their hit dice), and perhaps
add more skeletons to Area 20. Replace the scything blade trap at
Area 22 with a ceiling pendulum (Atk +15 melee (1d12+8 greataxe)
Find CL 0, Remove Traps CL 12). Add more ankhegs to Area 25,
make the acid in Area 27 more caustic (1d8 or 1d10 damage per
round), and, finally, put something really nasty in Area 35 instead of
the earth elementals (perhaps a demon).

Getting the Players Involved
This adventure relies on characters finding a reason to come across
a mysterious location. Once they’ve found it, the simple urge to
explore should coax them into the adventure. The hook, therefore, is
getting them to come across the tower in the first place. The follow-
ing angles can be used to get the players involved in the plot:

• The easiest method is to simply have the characters see the
tower on the horizon during their overland travels.

• While staying at a tavern on an extended journey, the characters
hear tell of the tower not far away. It is within a day’s journey
and has been there for generations, avoided by locals because it
is considered a haunted area.

• While on another adventure, the characters come across a spell
book formerly owned by a mage interested in force magic. In
one section he describes a number of attempts to formulate a
permanent force cage spell, and makes reference to the location
of the mysterious tower and the secrets that must lie within it.

• In a settlement near the tower, a local farmer’s son has gone
missing. His path is easy enough to track, but the adventurers
are brought in because the locals fear he may have ventured
close to the tower and been killed by the ghost.

Background Story
Long, long ago, there was a wizard whose name is now lost to time.
He had a profitable career as an adventurer and eventually decided
to retire to pursue his magical studies. For his whole life he had been
intrigued by force magic, so it was in that direction that he focused
his studies.

The wizard was not a vain man and had no particular love of power,
so he built his tower far from civilized lands. There was an old
ruined keep in the border territories that had been unoccupied for
three generations, and happened to lie in a region where there were
no major settlements. He chose to build his tower there.

The wizard’s tower was made of gleaming white marble, and stood
out in stark contrast to the ruins around it. At that time, the ruins
were fairly recent, having resulted from a minor war some 60 years
prior that swept the area of civilized occupants. The wizard was
aware that wandering monsters – and wandering adventurers –
would always remain a threat, so he made entrance to his tower quite
difficult. He explored the ruins thoroughly and hid the entrance to
his tower underground, behind a secret door that itself was in a secret
room built by the long-gone owners of the keep. Past that he
installed a series of traps that he could bypass with the correct com-
mand word, but which were otherwise quite deadly. He also installed
a backup procedure by leaving behind a set of “spare keys” to his
keep, should he ever need them, but they were hidden and protected
by skeletons in an ancient tomb that the keep’s builders had inadver-
tently excavated. He told no one about them, so no one would think
to look for them. 

All in all, the tower was extremely well protected. The simple fact
that there were no ground-level entrances (or even any windows)
deterred most wandering monsters. The wizard was aware of a few
adventurers and marauding orcs who tried to get in, because he
would find their bodies impaled on his spike traps or dissolved in his
acid pools when he left every few months to get supplies. But no one
ever made it into the tower itself.

Still, the wizard was irked that invaders had made it as far as they
had. As befitted his research, he wanted the ultimate protection: an
impassable, permanent force wall that was simply unbreachable. It
would block magic, teleportation, and physical attacks. In short, he
would be utterly secure.
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